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Unlike other similar applications in the market,
Pipe Flow Expert calculates the pressure loss in

the system before checking the system. The
calculation is done in the system's pressure loss
calculation window. Because of this, the user can

check the pressure loss in the system before
checking the pressure drop in different parts of the

system. This software can be used to calculate
pipe pressures of a system. Pipe Flow Expert
supports the simulation of a system for the
calculation of pressure loss in a system. The

calculation is done in the system's pressure loss
calculation window. Because of this, the user can

check the pressure loss in the system before
checking the pressure drop in different parts of the

system. Pipe Flow Expert calculates the design
pressure drop on demand basis, in addition to

taking into account the pressure drop across each
component in the system. This makes the software
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a perfect solution for all types of piping systems in
a highly customizable way. Moreover, Pipe Flow
Expert helps users to calculate the design head
loss and the vertical head loss through a set of

modules. To save the user's time, Pipe Flow Expert
is equipped with a database that allows results to
be saved on a database, for quick retrieval when
needed. It offers multiple tabs, which are used to
view the results for the calculation. In addition to
this, the software also offers an option to view the
results in a tabular format. Finally, this software
also supports calculating the pressure drop with

respect to the design head and the vertical head,
which makes it the perfect tool for all types of

piping systems.
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In addition to showing the calculated results, the
information is shown on the Pipe Flow Advisor

Toolbar. This provides a quick-reference tool for
the user, allowing him to find information on the
variables of interest. For example, the Pipe Flow
Advisor toolbar graphically displays the flow rate

in either units of m3/h or L/s and the pressure loss
in psi. Let's cover some of the new features of Pipe

Flow Expert Version 18.1:- - This release is a
significant update to the main algorithms used for

analyzing pipe flows and pressure drops. - You
now have the ability to use Pipe Flow Expert with
or without the pipe database. If you don't already
have a pipe database handy, you can use the Pipe
Flow Expert pipe database builder to start off on
any tank, pipe, and valve information you have. -

When using Pipe Flow Expert with the pipe
database, data can be loaded from most common

databases. These include the Common Piping
System database, the Thermal Industry

Maintenance Tools Database (TIMT), and the
Commercial Pressure Vessel Database (CPVD). -

The standard pipe diameter, pipe size, pipe ID, and
pipe geometry length are now available. With this,

you can use any of the available standard pipes
and tubes. - The pipe and item filter lists have
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been improved and enhanced to make it easier to
search for a particular item. - A new pipe flow
solutions button, and a new flow solution label

selector has been added for analysis of particular
flows. - A new flow solution label editor has been
added, allowing the user to edit the names of any
existing flow solution labels. - A new flow solution
results tab for the analysis of specific flows has

been added. - A new 'Experiment' settings tab has
been added, allowing the user to create custom

systems. - The'mixed' layout dialog has been
improved, offering the ability to enter the pipe

flow solution and pressure drop data for both the
'flow stream' and 'pressure drop stream'. - The
ability to calculate both pressure drop and pipe
flow without a'stream' has been added. This is

done by turning off the'mixed' layout in the
System Properties. - The 'pressure drop stream'
label has been renamed to'stream' and is now
shown on all the main tabs. - The layout and

layout dialog has been improved and enhanced. -
The interface and the 'click to add' dialog have

been improved and enhanced. - Better flow engine
speed performance has been added. - New

functions have been added for modeling and
analyzing intermittent flows, such as flow reversal,
flow reductions, and valve/pump control functions.
- The number of fluids has been increased to 80. -
The number of fluids has been increased to 50. -

The SQLite database has been updated to version
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3. - Added support for Windows 7 and later. - Fixed
an issue with display filters not being reset when a

new item is selected. - Improved the pipe
database performance. - Lots of other minor

improvements and fixes. 5ec8ef588b
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